100 Questions to Building Your Dream Home
Yes
1. Do you prefer a small lot?
2. Is it a must to have a gated community?
3. Do you want a one-story home?
4. Do you want a big backyard?
5. I would like to invest in landscaping
6. I prefer a low-maintenance yard
7. A guest room is necessary
8. Do you work from home?
9. A home gym is very important for me
10. A pool without a jacuzzi is better
11. We spend time in our front yard
12. I would like to have a custom front door
13. This is an investment (spec) home
14. I don't need suggestions on the floor plan
15. Investing in a big architectural firm is worth it
16. I entertain a lot of guests
17. The size of the bedrooms is not important
18. I only need a 2 car garage
19. I want to have a formal dining room

Maybe

No

Yes
20. Home needs to be handicap accessible
21. The house needs to have a lot of windows
22. My pets will have a designated area
23. I would love a dog spa
24. Would you like a pool?
25. Do you want a bathroom for the pool?
26. Would you like an outdoor kitchen?
27. Do you want a gas stove?
28. Do you need an extra freezer?
29. I would like an ice maker in the kitchen
30. I only want high-end appliances
31. The kitchen and bathrooms need to have granite countertops
32. Surveillance cameras are important for us
33. We listen to music and would like speakers in common areas
34. The master bedroom needs to be separate from other rooms
35.

Each bedroom needs its own full bath

36. We need a lot of space for storage
37. Closet size is not important
38. His and her closet need to be separate
39. The master toilet area must have a door
40. We don't like bathtubs
41. The attic needs to be accessible for storage

Maybe

No

Yes
42. I will need double height in the garage for storage
43. The living room should have tall ceilings
44. We love wood floors
45. We play an instrument and need a soundproof room
46. I want a water feature inside the house
47. Air vents need to be barely noticeable
48. Are you concerned with the resale value of the home?
49. The thermostat must be independent on the second floor
50. We need an elevator in the house
51. A maid quarter is important for us
52. We need a movie room
53. She needs a crafts room
54. He needs a man cave
55. Would you like for trees to be illuminated?
56. Let's install a moving sensor light at the front door
57.

A family member is very sensitive to allergies and need a
special carpet and filters

58. I hate carpet
59. I need a huge fridge
60. We want a guest house in the same lot
61. Do you know the construction regulations from the HOA?
62. An iron fence needs to be installed around the house

Maybe

No

Yes
63. Mature trees are important for us
64. We would like a water tank recollection
65. We want solar panels
66. We love traditional design
67. We already have pictures of the style we like
68. We are currently working with a designer
69. We need help with our architectural and engineering plans
70. We need someone to take care of city permits
71. We have a set budget
72. I like warm colors
73. I travel and need to be able to sign through the building app
74. I would prefer to pay change orders online
75. This is the first time we build a home
76. We would like to heat the bathroom floors
77. We have furniture we need to accommodate in the new home
78.

I hate fireplaces

79. We need two social areas
80. We need to downsize
81. We like zero landscaping
82. We are open to new trends
83. We need to sell our current home to start building

Maybe

No

Yes
84. We need help finding a lot
85. It’s a plus to work with a local company
86. We are very patient
87. We rarely change our minds
88. We will use a mortgage company
89. We would like a pergola in the backyard
90. Kids need to have their play area outside
91. My family needs two kitchens
92. I want a bar in the living room
93. I would like a wine rack and a cooler
94. We want to have a balcony
95. I love flat roofs in modern homes
96. I will need extra parking for the guests
97. We already have a full set of plans
98. We will need parking space for the golf cart
99. We have a friend that is also thinking about building
100. We plan for this to be our forever home

Maybe

No

